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5. MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE (MASH)
GLOBAL METEOR OBSERVATIONS SYSTEM (GLOBMET)
SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENTS (SSIM)
GLOBAL OBSERVATIONS AND STUDIES OF STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOLS
(GOSSA)
5.1 PROGRESS WITH THE MASH PROJECT
A. O_Neill
Meteorological Office
Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 2S, United Kingdom
The aim of the MASH project is to study the dynamics of the middle atmosphere in the
Southern Hemisphere, emphasizing inter-hemispheric differences. Both observational data
and data from simulations with numerical models are being used. It is intended that MASH
will be complemented by parallel studies on the transport and photochemistry of trace species
in the Southern Hemisphere. Impetus for such studies has come from the unexpected finding
of a springtime "ozone hole" over Antarctica.
A summary of recent progress with the MASH project is given. Data from polar-
orbiting satellites are used to discuss the large.-scale circulation found in the Southern
Hemisphere at extratropical latitudes. Comparisons are made with that of the Northern
Hemisphere. Particular attention is paid to the springtime final warming, the most spectacular
large-scale phenomenon in the stratosphere of the Southern Hemisphere. The circulation
before and after this event has to be taken into account in theories for the formation and
subsequent disappearance of the ozone hole.
emphasizing inter-hemispheric differences and tropospheric coupling.
Events." Workshop in Williamsburg, 1986
MASH/GRATMAP Workshop in Adelaide, 1987
MASH Workshop in California, April 17-19, 1989
DataSources (for large-scale circulationS:
*Conventional
SCR (10-50 km)/PMR (40 - 80 kin) 73 - 78
.Satellite LIMS End 78 - Mid 79
SAMS End 78 - Mid 83
This paper _ SSU End 78
*'Base Levels' UKMO
(usually 100 mb) ECMWF global
NMC
ANMRC hemispheric
Concerted study of large-scaledynamics and transportprocesses,
Outline of seasonalevolution of stratosphere in SH compared with NH
,Data: SSU, 3-channel pmr
.Phenomena: .Early winter SH vs NH Canadian warmings
.Midwinter SH vs NH major midwinterwarming
*Final warming SH often drastic vs NH sometimes quiescent
*Interarmual variability SH
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19890020502 2020-03-20T00:41:26+00:00Z
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Two conditionsrequiredofall(current)chemicaltheories:
(I)LiberationofCIO xradicalsfrom theireservoirs(e.g.,CIONO2)
(2)GreatlyreducedlevelsofNO x.
(I)requireshetcorgeneouschemistryon solid(ice)surfaces.PSCs.
(2)requires'dcnitrification"--gravitationalsettlingof(H20 -HNO3) ice
i.e.T g frostpoint= 193 K
Figure 9.
Generalstrategyforfuturework
• Exploit inter-hemispheric differences (e.g. in troposphere/stratosphere coupling)
• Sometimes difficult to infer causal relationships diagnostically, so we use hierarchy
of models.
• Make best use of measurements of meteorological and trace fields by assimilation
into numerical mode. (UARS, EOS)
